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3 of 3 review helpful Fascinating read for everyone By Balimyna This book was assigned reading for a university 
level animal behavior neurobiology class I tore through it in 3 weeks which sounds like a lot but in grad school it is the 
blink of an eye The beginning of the first chapter is a little hard to take it describes some rather horrific ways men used 
to test echolocation in bats back in the days when science Certain insects and animals such as bees birds bats fish and 
dolphins possess senses that lie far beyond the realm of human experience Examples include echolocation internal 
navigation systems and systems based on bioelectricity In this book Howard C Hughes tells the story of these exotic 
senses He tells not only what has been discovered but how it was discovered including historical misinterpretations of 
animal perception that we now view with amusemen From Publishers Weekly What s it like to be a bat or a bee In one 
sense we can never know in another we can find out by studying the extraordinary perceptual systems by which these 
and other animals process the world Bats sonar lets them discover their pre 
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